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Abstrat. We study a magnitude of possible over/underestimation of
the atual γ-ray luminosity Lactual of a milliseond pulsar when using so-
alled pseudo luminosity Lpseudo whih is inferred from a phase-averaged
ux. Both, Lactual and Lpseudo are alulated with the numerial ode
that models the milliseond pulsar magnetospheri ativity in the spae
harge limited ow approximation with unsreened aelerating eletri
eld. The behaviour of Lpseudo/Lactual depending on viewing angle is
analysed in the energy bands orresponding to the operational energy
bands of Fermi GST and H.E.S.S. II.
1. Introdution
Magnetospheri ativity of the milliseond pulsars is numerially modelled in
order to test the orretness of pulsar theory and also in order to develop the
tool that would predit the detetability of these pulsars with high energy ob-
servatories.
Our main reason for arrying out the numerial modelling of radiative pro-
esses taking plae in milliseond pulsar magnetosphere is to hek the auray
of the so-alled pseudo luminosity Lpseudo whih is inferred from the observed
phase-averaged ux as an estimation of the pulsar luminosity in γ-rays. In the
alulations the unsreened eletri eld that inludes general relativity eets
is taken into aount. The alulations are made for a typial milliseond pulsar
with the spin period P = 2.3 ms and the magneti eld strength at the pole
Bpc = 10
−3
TG. We restrit our analysis to the energy range of γ-rays where
the emission is due to urvature proess. Analogous treatment of X-ray har-
ateristis of milliseond pulsars would require taking into aount synhrotron
radiation due to seondary pairs as well as thermal omponent and this is beyond
the sope of this work.
The main features of the numerial model are presented in Setion 2; Set.
3 shows the preliminary results of the modelling. The onluding remarks are
gathered in Set. 4.
2. Numerial Model
The radiative proesses taking plae in pulsar magnetosphere are modelled in
3D. It is assumed that harged partiles move along open magneti eld lines
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Figure 1. The aelerating eletri eld for a milliseond pulsar hara-
terised with P = 2.3 ms, Bpc = 10
−3
TG, α = 20◦ and ξ = 0.7. The total
eletri eld E||(solid line) is a ombination of a formula desribing the ele-
tri eld near the neutron star Enear (dashed line) up to a distane h ∼ 0.7
of the polar ap radius where a formula depited with Efar (dot-dashed line)
beomes appliable.
where their ow is treated within the framework of the spae harge limited ow
(Fawley et al., 1977). The partiles aelerate in the unsreened eletri eld
(Muslimov & Harding, 1997; Harding & Muslimov, 1998) that inludes the gen-
eral relativisti eet of dragging of inertial frames of referene (Muslimov & Tsygan,
1992). It is predited that for the majority of milliseond pulsars the aeleration
voltage drop that develops above polar ap is not limited by the development
of a pair formation front (Harding et al., 2002). Thus, partiles are aelerated
even at high altitudes and it is justied to desribe the aelerating eletri eld
as being unsreened.
In the magnetospheres of milliseond pulsars a variety of radiative proesses
may take plae. In this work, however, we restrit the onsidered proesses to
urvature radiation and the magneti absorption of urvature photons without
traing the reated seondary partiles beause it is the urvature emission whih
(aording to polar ap models) dominates ompletely the γ-ray energy range
in milliseond pulsars (Bulik et al., 2000). The esape rate of primary eletrons
from the neutron star surfae is assumed to be the Goldreih-Julian rate in the
general relativisti regime (Harding & Muslimov, 1998).
Figure 1 demonstrates the behaviour of the eletri eld E|| - the omponent
parallel to the loal magneti eld - above the polar ap (solid line). The ael-
erating eld is a ombination of the formula desribing the eletri eld in the
viinity of a pulsar (dashed line; Dyks & Rudak, 2000) and the formula applia-
ble to distanes beyond ∼ 0.7 of the polar ap radius (dot-dashed line; Muslimov
& Harding, 1997). In Fig. 1 the ase of pulsar with P = 2.3 ms, Bpc = 10
−3
TG,
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α = 20◦ and ξ = 0.7 is shown. Here α is an inlination angle of the magneti
axis with respet to the spin axis and ξ ≡ θ
θ(η) , where θ is a magneti olatitude
and θ(η) is a half-opening angle of the polar magneti ux tube; η ≡ 1 + h
RNS
,
where h is an altitude above the neutron star surfae.
3. Results
The parameters of the modelled typial milliseond pulsar that were used in
alulations are: radius RNS = 10
6
m, mass MNS = 1.4 M⊙ , moment of
inertia INS = 10
45
g m
2
, spin period P = 2.3 ms, magneti eld strength at
the pole Bpc = 10
−3
TG, inlination angle α = 20◦ and spin down luminosity
Lsd ≃ 4pi
4c−3B2pc R
6
NS P
−4 ≃ 5.2 · 1035 erg s−1.
We present the results for a single milliseond pulsar in the form of pho-
ton density maps, whih demonstrate the diretional dependene of the photon
emission in a hosen energy band. Suh map is a ontour plot where the photon
density dened as
N˙ζ,ϕ(Emin, Emax) =
∫ Emax
Emin
dN
dt dE dζ dϕ
dE (1)
is oded in grey sale (N is a number of photons). It is presented in the oordinate
system where the pulsar rotation phase φ = ϕ/2pi is on the x-axis and the
observing angle ζ is on the y-axis. Note that these maps are presented in a
dierent manner than the photon density maps in e.g. Dyks & Rudak (2003),
Frakowiak & Rudak (2005) or Harding (2007).
Two energy bands have been hosen in whih the photon density maps of the
modelled milliseond pulsar are presented (Fig. 2). The low energy band strethes
from 100 MeV to 30 GeV, while the high energy band overs the energies from 30
GeV up to 10 TeV. The energy division orresponds to the energy bands of Fermi
GST (the low energy band) and H.E.S.S. II (the high energy band). Photons
with energies below 30 GeV (Fig. 2, top panel) are emitted in a range of the
viewing angle ζ that is wider in omparison with the range for the high energy
band (Fig. 2, bottom panel). The emission one of the high energy photons is
entred at the pulsar magneti axis. This entring of emission is also traeable in
the horizontal uts made through the photon density maps for hosen observers
(Fig. 3). In the energies above 30 GeV the level of the photon density drops
dramatially if the observer moves away from the magneti axis (Fig. 3, right
panel). The derease in the photon density level is also present in the lower
energy band (Fig. 3, left panel); however, it is not so rapid. This behaviour is
learly visible if one ompares the light urves for ζ = 5◦, 20◦ and 35◦ in dierent
energies. The overall photon density level is lower for the high energy photons.
To have an idea how aurate the estimations of the average power radiated
by the pulsar are, we have alulated a pseudo luminosity Lpseudo for both energy
ranges. Lpseudo emulates the power inferred by an observer viewing the pulsar
at an angle ζ. The emitted radiation is onned to a solid angle Ωpseudo = 1 sr.
The formula for the pseudo luminosity in the energy range from Emin to Emax
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Figure 2. Photon density maps N˙ζ,ϕ(Emin, Emax) in the energy ranges:
from 100 MeV to 30 GeV (top panel) and from 30 GeV to 10 TeV (bottom
panel). The pulsar rotation phase φ = ϕ/2pi is on the x-axis and the
viewing angle ζ in degrees is on the y-axis. White horizontal lines indiate
observers for whih orresponding light urves have been plotted in Fig. 3.
ζ = 5◦, 20◦, 35◦, 50◦ are depited with solid, dotted, dashed and dot-dashed
line, respetively. See disussion of the photon density maps in the text.
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Figure 3. Pulsar light urves for the observers with ζ = 5◦, 20◦, 35◦, 50◦
in the energy range from 100 MeV to 30GeV (left panel) and from 30 GeV
up to 10 TeV (right panel). The light urves are due to the horizontal uts
through the photon density maps N˙ζ,ϕ(Emin, Emax) presented in Fig. 2. The
values of the photon density are in arbitrary units.
for a viewing angle ζ is thus given as
Lpseudo(ζ;Emin, Emax) =
Ωpseudo
2pi sin ζ
∫ Emax
Emin
∫ 2pi
0
E
dN
dt dE dζ dϕ
dϕ dE . (2)
Lpseudo is a theoretial ounterpart of Lobs inferred from observations in the given
energy range (Emin, Emax), whih an be desribed with the following formula:
Lobs(Emin, Emax) = Ωarb ·D
2 · 〈F (Emin, Emax)〉 , (3)
where Ωarb is a solid angle hosen arbitrarily (1 steradian or sometimes 2pi stera-
dians), D is a distane to the objet and 〈F (Emin, Emax)〉 is a phase-averaged
energy ux within (Emin, Emax) inferred from observations. This formula is fre-
quently used to asses the pulsar luminosity from the observed phase-averaged
ux and the known distane to the objet. The modelled pseudo luminosities
Lpseudo will therefore test the auray of the observed luminosities Lobs versus
the atual luminosity Lactual.
The theoretial pseudo luminosity spetra are presented in the top panel
of Fig. 4. In the same gure the spetrum of the atual power radiated by the
pulsar from one pole is shown with solid line.
For eah observer we an onstrut the bias fator
b ≡
Lpseudo
Lactual
, (4)
where Lpseudo is given by Eq. 2 and Lactual is dened as
Lactual(Emin, Emax) =
∫ Emax
Emin
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
2
0
E
dN
dt dE dζ dϕ
dζ dϕ dE . (5)
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Figure 4. Top panel: Pseudo luminosity spetra LE,pseudo;ζ for the ob-
servers with ζ = 5◦, 20◦, 35◦, 50◦ are shown. Atual output from eah pole
LE,actual is presented here with solid line. Here LE =
dL
dE
; LE,pseudo;ζ =
Ωpseudo
2pi sin ζ
∫ 2pi
0
E dN
dt dE dζ dϕ
dϕ and LE,actual =
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
2
0
E dN
dt dE dζ dϕ
dζ dϕ.
Bottom panel: The dependene of the bias fator b on the viewing angle ζ
saled with the inlination angle α is presented in the energy range from 100
MeV to 30 GeV and from 30 GeV to 10 TeV with a solid and a dot-dashed
line, respetively. See disussion of the bias fator in the text.
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Both Lpseudo and Lactual are alulated within the same energy range (Emin,
Emax). The dependene of the bias fator on the viewing angle is presented in the
bottom panel of Fig. 4. In the low energy range (solid line) the bias fator equals
1 for ζ ≃ 0.8α. The observers with ζ . 0.8α tend to overestimate the pulsar
atual luminosity (Eq. 5) using the pseudo luminosity (Eq. 2), while observers
with ζ & 0.8α underestimate Lactual. In the high energy range (dot-dashed line)
the situation is dierent due to the opening angle of radiation being smaller
than the inlination angle α and b = 1 for ζ ≃ 0.25α and ζ ≃ 1.2α. Viewing
the pulsar with ζ in the range from 0.25α to 1.2α results in overestimation of
Lactual. However, the overestimation is rather insigniant (b is less than 1.5 in
maximum). On the other hand, viewing it with ζ lower than 0.25α or higher
than 1.2α leads to underestimation of the pulsar atual luminosity.
Finally, we alulate the gamma-ray eieny fator
†
:
ηγ =
2Lactual
Lsd
. (6)
Here, Lactual (Eq. 5) is alulated within the energy range strething from 100
MeV up to 10 TeV. This fator demonstrates what part of the pulsar spin-down
luminosity Lsd is onverted into the gamma radiation. The gamma-ray eieny
fator for the modelled milliseond pulsar is ηγ ≃ 0.05. This result is in good
agreement with ηγ estimated by Harding et al. (2002).
4. Conlusions
The preliminary results of the numerial modelling of milliseond pulsars have
been presented in this paper. We have alulated the photon density maps in
two energy regimes orresponding to the operational energy bands of Fermi GST
and H.E.S.S. II. We have also omputed the pseudo luminosities for dierent
viewing angles and on their basis the plot presenting the behaviour of the bias
fator has been onstruted. From the omparison of the bias fator - viewing
angle dependene in dierent energy bands we may infer information on auray
of the so-alled pseudo luminosity Lpseudo as an estimation of the pulsar atual
luminosity Lactual in γ-rays. It turns out that there are very few favourable ζ for
whih Lpseudo is a good estimate of Lactual. Most often Lactual tends to be un-
der/overestimated. The gamma-ray eieny fator for the modelled milliseond
pulsar has been alulated. Its value ηγ ≃ 0.05 is in agreement with the values
in Harding et al. (2002). However, further work onerning modelling, espeially
the inlusion of radiative proesses like synhrotron radiation and inverse Comp-
ton sattering important for pulsar X-ray emission, has to be done in order to
draw aurate onlusions about milliseond pulsars. Also simulations for other
sets of pulsar parameters, espeially for dierent inlination angles α, have to be
arried out.
We intend to use the results of modelling as a tool for prediting the de-
tetability of milliseond pulsars with high energy observatories like Fermi GST,
†
Lactual (Eq. 5) is the power output only from one pole. Thus, in order to ompare it with Lsd
we have to multiply it by 2 to inlude the output from both poles.
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H.E.S.S. II and even CTA (Frakowiak & Rudak, 2005). Furthermore, we plan
to develop the population synthesis studies of high energy pulsars that would
inorporate the results of the modelling desribed briey in this paper.
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